The product (barter object)
Opportunity of the broadcasting of a sport event or series
Main characteristic of the barter object Cannot Reproduce
The main factors affecting to the product's value
• popularity of the given sport • media ability of the given sport Players of the market:
• (derivatives) rights holder • broadcaster • sport agencies
The main factor influencing the market behaviour Broadcasting fee (Based on Chikán, 1995 by András, 2003 
Ferenc Várhegyi -Krisztina András
Among the market players the IOC is the right holder of the Olympic Games' broadcasting rights (television, radio, mobile and the Internet). In this case the customer is the broadcaster, consequently the television which broadcasts the event. Between the seller and the consumer there are the sports and media agencies or any other television organisations as mediators. The main factor which influences the behaviour of the consumers and the broadcasters -in case of the Olympic Games too -is the right fees. Of course there are other factors too, for example the media politics of the right holder, the duration of the broadcasting rights, the type of the television (public service television, commercial television, sport television) and their programme-and market strategy as well.
VALUE AND TyPES OF THE BROADCASTING RIGHTS
The main value is the right of the live coverage of the event. The types of the broadcasting are: live, delayed, relive, VTR, summary. The television broadcasts are appearing on different platforms: television, PC, tablet, mobile.
THE DEMAND AND SUPPLy OF THE BROADCASTING RIGHTS
In case of a global interests (e.g.: Olympic Games) the right holder (the seller) is in a monopoly situation. The number of the potential buyers is high, but limited because small or local televisions cannot but only the national/public television or that television can be buyers who have a wide coverage in the country. The numbers of the broadcasters are limited, because there are only few television organisations or agencies who could buy high value broadcasting rights. That is the reason why it is very hard to get into the market of broadcasting rights as a buyer and is nearly impossible as a seller. The broadcasting rights are becoming exclusive and their prices are growing. The time-span of the broadcasting rights are generally between 3-7 years, and in case of the Olympic Games, 2 Olympic period.
CONNECTION OF THE OLyMPIC MOVEMENT AND THE TELEVISION
In the 20-21st century the connection of the IOC and the television has improved dynamically. The broadcasting of the Olympic Games in Berlin at 1936 was based on movie technology. In Hamburg, Leipzig, Munich and Nurnberg the viewers could follow the events in live. The first Olympic television broadcast was from 1948 in London. In the history of the Winter Olympic Games, Cortina d'Ampezzo (in 1956) had the first live coverage. The IOC got television rights first in 1960 at the Summer Olympic Games in Rome, making it the first "real" television Olympic in the context of economics. The next important technological milestone was the 1968 Olympic Games in Mexico City, the viewers could watch the first colour broadcast. The IOC's and the television's common new era has begun in 1984 (Los Angeles and Sarajevo), which was the first to generate huge television popularity and high rights fee income for the IOC. Until the Olympic Games in Sydney the host broadcaster (who provides the television feed) was one of the televisions of the country which hosted the Olympic Games as well.
After 2000 came a huge turnaround, the IOC created its own television organisation, the Olympic Broadcasting Services (OBS), which provides the television feed and high level broadcasting options for other televisions which had purchased the broadcasting rights. This step meant to strengthen the Olympic brand and to create a monitored, high quality broadcasting. For the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games the OBS with the Olympic Games Organising Committee had created a joint venture, but later it managed the production of the broadcasting feed alone again. The Beijing Summer Olympic Games and the Vancouver Winter Olympic Games in 2010 were the first Olympics of which the viewers had HD quality broadcasts. The 2012 London Summer Olympic Games even had 3D broadcasts.
For decades the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) was the IOC's most important European television partner. The EBU is the common organisation of the European public service radio and television companies. The EBU operations include the purchasing and distribution of the sport broadcasting rights for its members. The EBU has the broadcasting rights for the 2018 and 2022 FIFA World Cup as well. Until the 2012 London Olympic Games the EBU persistently provided its members with the broadcasting rights to the Olympic Games too, but according to the IOC's new media politics the EBU cannot keep the Olympic broadcasting rights.
THE OLyMPICS AS TELEVISION SPORT BUSINESS
As the years go by, the IOC is getting more and more revenue from the broadcasting rights. Of the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympic Games the broadcasting rights fees have not been officially announced, but we know that the IOC is counting on a total of 4,1 billion USD revenue relating to the 2014 Winter and 2016 Summer Olympic Games. Such growing of the revenue of the broadcasting rights is quiet outstanding, because it has by far exceeded the other incomes from the TOP sponsors, from license fees and the income from the ticket sales. The main financial source of the IOC is the revenue of broadcasting rights. As the IOC is reinvesting the 90% of its revenue for the Olympic sports, it can be said that these incomes are significant for these sports.
Within the marketing incomes it makes sense to examine the regional distribution of the broadcasting rights' revenue. The world's different economic levels are reflected at the IOC broadcasting's revenue. The major purchaser is North America, Europe is traditionally also strong, but the IOC could get more income from Asia and Africa and other places too if the economy of these regions strengthens. This should be the new target of the expansion policy for the IOC besides the keeping of the old partners. The IOC has 8 basic marketing goals. Two of them are directly connected to our issue. The first is: "To ensure the independent financial stability of the Olympic Movement, and thereby assist in the worldwide promotion of Olympism." The other is: "To ensure that the Olympic Games can be experienced by the maximum number of people throughout the world principally via broadcast coverage." 5 Some of the most important issues of the IOC broadcasting partners programme are to increase the Olympic Games' global television view count and to develop long term relations with the television organisations in order to ensure the broadcasting in every media platform, using the newest media technologies.
THE IOC MARKETING-AND MEDIA POLICy
The EBU paid 0.7 million US dollar for the broadcasting rights of 1960 Summer Olympic Games to the IOC. In 2012 for the London Olympic Games the broadcasting rights fee was 786 million US dollars. 6 This huge increase means that the IOC has gotten better and better at making full use of the popularity of the Olympic Games, and the EBU was ready to pay more and more for the broadcasting rights over the decades. At the beginning, mutual agreements were typical about the rights fees but from 2000 the IOC is calling for tender regarding the European broadcasting rights. In 2008 the EBU took part in the second tender for the broadcasting rights of the 2014 & 2016 Olympic Games.
The IOC was not hiding its goal to create a competition between the candidates of the market of the broadcasting rights and to get more revenue. The IOC at the calling for tender Ferenc Várhegyi -Krisztina András made it clear for the EBU members that the broadcasting rights' fee will highly increase in the future and the television content have to be accessible on every media platform. They also announced that the candidate who does not meet the terms of the tender will not get the broadcasting rights. The IOC explains the rise in the prices with the demand of the telecom and broadband networks. In the end the EBU has lost the tender, which means that after long decades, the EBU members have to negotiate alone with new market participants and agencies for the broadcasting rights. One of these agencies was the Sportfive, which has the broadcasting rights for 40 European countries (including Hungary).
Eurosport -as an EBU member -has lost the tender as well, which had 500 hours live broadcast of the Olympic Games in 54 countries previously. Eurosport had a high television rating of the broadcast of Olympic Games, but they could not reach an agreement with the competent agency because the rival televisions have wanted to get exclusivity in exchange for the purchase of the broadcasting rights.
"The new partners wanted to get exclusive broadcasting rights in country to country. These networks are not sports channels, so they can broadcast only some part of the Olympic Games because they have other obligations. As a result viewers will see way less Olympic Games" 9 (Gábor Szabó from Eurosport)
The Eurosport as pan-European television, broadcasts in 54 countries and had broadcasted 500 hours live from the Winter Olympics. It would have gone against new rights holders' interests. The Olympic broadcasts were geo-coded because of the exclusivity of the broadcasting rights. For example a Hungarian cable television consumer could not reach the Olympic Games in the Austrian television. The broadcasting rights have included the internet rights as well, so it was applied to the internet broadcasts too. These changes caused serious market redistribution in the EBU members and between the Eurosport's viewers.
The Hungarian Television (MTVA, including M1, M2, and Duna TV channels) at last agreed with Sportfive about purchasing the broadcasting rights of the 2014 Sochi Winter The problem of the new system is that the European viewers did not get the usual amount of broadcast of the Olympic Games than before, when the EBU members and the Eurosport had broadcasted the Olympic Games. It is not yet known how it will influence the popularity of the sports and their business partners' behaviour.
SUMMARy
If the seller is in a monopolistic situation and the product has global television interests the seller will dictate all the rules. The IOC has an excellent sense for increasing the fees of the broadcasting rights and the television ratings show that the Olympic Games' popularity is growing as well. According to the figures the increasing competition between the bidders and the broadcasters (television organisations and agencies) helps the expansion of the Olympic Movement and supports the IOC and the Olympic sports' revenues. The IOC in economic aspects utilises very well the appearances of the new rivals of traditional national televisions and organisations (pay TV, telecom and internet suppliers) and gets more and more revenue. This fits the IOC's declared interests, the appearance on wide media platforms and the maximizing of revenue. Since from 2001 the IOC has its own television organisation (OBS), it can be considered not only as the organizer of the Olympic Movement but as a monopolistic and global media company as well.
CONCLUSION
The IOC to reach its goals is not hesitating to confront his old partners with major challenges. According to the IOC's new media politics, it would like to increase the exclusivity of the broadcastings of the given countries which in the case of purchasing the proper media package could grant an increase in view count.
On the other hand those televisions which cannot buy (or not wanting to buy) the broadcasting rights will lose viewers. These changes could mean the changing of the Olympic sports ratings by region or by country. In case of the EBU members the popularity of some sports may change, which may influence the behaviour of these sports' sponsors as well.
We have no doubt that from 2014 the IOC will ensure the fullest coverage by the different media and the widest possible audience in the world for the Olympic Games for more money than before. However it is a question whether these European changes will be positive for the sports and their partners, sponsors or not.
As most of the Olympic sports have European origins, it cannot be indifferent for them how their popularity and media coverage in the continent will be developing in the future. It is in their interest to evaluate and give their feedback to the IOC regarding the new changes. For more reviews concerning the whole Olympic Movement one should wait for the 2016 Summer Olympic Games, but it is important to already have some consideration about the potential risks. The IOC has stepped on a new road and it is worth to watch the results closely. 
